
Language Paper 2 Knowledge Organiser: everything you need to know! (80 marks and 50% of your English Language GCSE) 
 
  Question [Marks] Timing    How do I structure my response?     What key things must I remember?    
          

  Section A – READING 40 marks (50% of Language Paper 1 – 1 hour: 15 minutes reading and 45 minutes writing)                  
  1. Choose FOUR statements…    Shade only the boxes of the TRUE statements     Check you are looking in the right part of the text (hint: highlight a box around it)  
  [4 marks] 5 minutes              Only shade 4 boxes.       
  2. You need to refer to Source A and   Write 3 paragraphs + a summative comment on the key similarity / difference.   You will look at two non-fiction texts (one modern and  Sentence starters for explain / infer:  
  Source B for this question.    Each paragraph must include:     one 19th Century). This could be about characters, events,  This might suggest…  
         settings or themes.       
          Comparative sentence, referring to both sources.      It could be argued…  

  Use details from both Sources.                    
      PE – Point about SOURCE A with embedded evidence to support.   Refer to the different time periods:       
               It seems to the reader that…  

  

Write a summary of the 
    E – Explain and infer: what does this reveal / suggest?   Differences: ‘Because of the different time periods…’   

            

      COMPARATIVE DISCOURSE MARKER (Similarly,… / In contrast, …)   Similarities: ‘In spite of the different time periods…’  This possibly means…  
  

similarities/differences between.. 
       

     

PE – Point about SOURCE B with embedded evidence to support. 
               

       
+1: what inferences can you make about how attitude is 

    
          E – Explain and infer: what does this reveal / suggest?    This has connotations of…  
            conveyed through tone?     

                         

  [8 marks] 8 minutes     *Do not analyse language.*                 This could indicate that…  
                       

  3. You now need to refer only to    A sentence or two to sum up the MAIN IDEA / EFFECT about what the question is   How does the word/phrase/feature/technique make me  Technical terminology:  
  Source B.    asking (remember all points will link back to this).     FEEL, IMAGINE or THINK?    Words: adjectives, adverbs, verbs, ‘the  
     

 
                   

phrase’ 
  

            

Key expressions to remember: 

     
  

How does the writer use language 
              

             Features & techniques: metaphor, simile,  
  to.. ?          The writer uses a … to…    personification   
  [12 marks] 12 minutes                       alliteration (name the different types?  
               

The (technical terminology) could suggest/ reinforce/ imply/ 
 Plosive, fricative, dental, sibilant)  

         Use PEAD          
                reveal…    Sentence forms: short, long, exclamation,  
  Remember the criteria from Lang Paper 1:   P – Point or statement, with technical terminology.         
                    command, question (interrogative),  
  

 Words & phrases    E – Evidence (try embedding into Point)     This is reinforced through the (technical terminology)…   
          statement.   
  

 Language features and techniques 
   A– Analyse what your evidence means. What is the EFFECT of methods on the 

reader? 
                

       This creates the effect of / that…    Other features: rhetorical questions,  
  

 

                    

  Sentence forms    D – Develop/Deepen your ideas and link back to the question.       
                   emotive language, register, tone.  
         *Zoom in on words *Don’t stop at one idea * Say a lot about a little                

                          
                  

  4. Refer to Source A and B. Compare   Remember to compare WRITERS’ ATTITUDES – not the attitudes of people in   How to compare “viewpoints, ideas and perspectives”  Comparative phrases:  
         

  how the two writers convey their   the text.        What are the writers’ opinions or attitudes on the topic? Does it change? Similarly,  
              Consider the effects of language and structure as well as other methods Equally,  
  

different attitudes to.. 
              

                              

     Use PEAD        that they use to convey their opinion or stance, such as:  In the same way,  
  

compare their different attitudes 
            

     P – Point or statement, using comparative phrases (Similarly, … In contrast, …)    Tone (positive, negative or ambivalent?), Use of imagery, Testimonies Both… …and…  
  compare the methods they use to convey   E – Evidence (try embedding into Point)     What is the writers’ viewpoint or perspective?  In contrast,  
  their attitudes    A – Analyse the difference in attitudes. How does the language convey attitudes?    Are they biased? What do they choose to emphasise or foreground? However,  
  use references to both texts    D – Develop/Deepen your ideas and link back to the question.    Do they choose to include or omit certain information?  On the other hand,  
  [16 marks] 20 minutes                           Alternatively,  
                             

  Section B – TRANSACTIONAL WRITING 40 marks (50% of Language Paper 1 - 45 minutes)                    
  5. Writing from a viewpoint.  You will be given a controversial statement so you can think about the theme and come   Use these for EFFECT: Discourse Markers Persuasive Devices  
      up with your own viewpoint (The theme will be based on the texts from Section A).   Paragraphs of varying length Firstly, …  Power of 3  
  Possible forms: letter, article, leaflet,  YOU MUST PLAN: what is your FORM, AUDIENCE and PURPOSE? (FAP or PAF?)   Paragraphs link together and develop Secondly, …  Emotive Language  
  speech, essay, textbook extract    argument Furthermore, …  Rhetorical Questions  
                  

  Possible purposes: persuade, argue,  Layout your text appropriately for the form:     A one-sentence paragraph for impact Further to my last point, … Statistics and Facts  
       

A range of sentence types (long, short, Moreover, … 
 

Undermine the opposition 
 

   

Article: 3rd person, Headline, Strapline, Sub-headings, Short paragraphs 
    

  explain, inform      
   

Letter: 1st persons, Start with ‘Dear ..’ and end with ‘Yours faithfully / sincerely, ..’ 
  

simple, complex) Most importantly, … Alliteration 
 

         
  [40: 24 content & organisation, 16  Speech: Introduce yourself and the topic, End with a sign-off (Thank you for listening).   A range of punctuation  :  ; – …  ?  ! Crucially, …  Direct Address  
  SPAG]   Essay: Essay title, Sub-headings.        Ambitious vocabulary (spelled correctly!) Although some might argue… Exaggeration  
      Leaflet: Title, Sub-Headings                 To conclude,  Repetition  
                            



 


